YEAR 3
Reading Days 1 and 2

Monday 20th April

TIPS FOR THE WEEK – In maths this week the children will need to make a
simple clock face with two hands before they can do the missions. This can be
drawn on a piece of paper and two moveable hands can be drawn and cut out.
In writing, we are focussing on past, present and future tenses. The answers
have been included where appropriate.
Reading
Mission
30 mins

Children to read or be supported to read ‘The Horribly Nice Pirate’.
After, they can answer these questions. These can be verbal answers or they
could be written down or typed. Suggested answers are in red.
1) What two things could Captain England see pointing uncomfortably
towards his face? A number or cutlasses / a number of blades.
2) What do you think a ‘cutlass’ is? Give evidence from the text to support
your answer. A sword / type of weapon. (Don’t forget to find the evidence
in the text.
3) ‘To vent their disapproval towards their captain…’ how else could the
author have written this line? Accept any answer which reasonably
rewords this statement keeping the sentiment eg: to tell the captain that
they were unhappy / to show how much they did not like the captain / to
shout about how they did not like what the captain had been doing.
4) ‘…Pillagin’ an’ plunderin’ these seas since we was knee high to an
octopus’. Why do you think the author writes in this way? The author is
trying to replicate a pitate’s speech/ the author is trying to include
vocabulary that a pirate might use.
5) ‘His eyes were wide and his face was getting quite pink’. Why do you think
the first mate was like this? His face was becoming pink because he was
angry with the captain and sometimes people’s faces go red when they
are angry / His eyes were wide and his face was pink because they captain
was making him frustrated.

Writing
Mission
30 mins

Your mission is to put the following sentences into the past tense. Remember, the
past has already happened.

Can you write 5 of your own sentences in the past tense? Use the word mat
below to help you.

Maths Mission
30 mins

Your mission today is to tell the time confidently (past the hour). You can use the
clock below to look and create your own on paper by drawing around a plate. You
will also need to make two clock hands. Remember that the minute hand must be
longer than the hour hand. You can use your clock for every lesson this week.

When you have made your clock, can you show the following times?
three O’clock
twenty minutes past four
half past twelve
6:20
8:15
7:05

ten minutes past two
twenty five minutes past seven
quarter past one
10:10
9:40
1:50
3:45

Topic Mission

You can choose 1 or more of the projects below to work on throughout
the week.
1) Message in a bottle – Imagine you are aboard a ship with some
nasty pirates. You find a plastic bottle and a sheet of paper. Your
mission is to decorate your bottle so that people on land will
notice it easily, and write them a note explaining who you are
and why you are asking for help.

2) Treasure Map – Can you design and make your own 2D or 3D
treasure map? You can also include a set of instructions for a
family member to follow.
c

3) In the movie ‘The Little Mermaid’ Ariel found all sorts of
everyday objects at the bottom of the sea and used them for
different purposes eg: A fork became a comb for her hair. Can

you find a range of objects from around your house and create
new purposes for them? You might want to take photos of what
your object could become or draw and label pictures to explain
them.

You might even want to create a drama sketch with your objects
and film it.

